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patience
arm, armless and tablet chairs with flexing back and wallsaver frame

DESIGN 

by Ron Kemnitzer

STANDARDS

Standard Patience meets or exceeds ANSI/BIFMA x5.1 durability and safety standards. Intensive Use Patience meets or 
exceeds FNEW 83-269E performance test methods for intensive use chairs. Fully upholstered Patience™ chairs can pass 
CAL. 133 fire standards with “CA” option.

CONSTRUCTION

THERMOPLASTIC SEAT & BACK: Textured thermoplastic

UPHOLSTERED SEAT & BACK: Upholstered Seat: 2" polyfoam cushion over contoured plywood. Upholstered Back: 1" polyfoam 
cushion over contoured plywood. Outer Upholstered Back: 1/4" polyfoam cushion over 1/4" thick plywood.

FRAME: 1" x 14 gauge tubular steel with two seat support braces of all steel construction. Intensive use models have

1/2" steel support bar. Intensive use models certified to 400 lbs.

SEAT AND BACK SUPPORT: Molded, glass filled nylon

ARMS: Molded, glass filled nylon, tapered on each end with spring steel tube connector, arm finished with epoxy to match 
frame. Chairs specified with mirror will have charcoal arms with specified inserts. Arm inserts are soft, molded textured 
plastic.

GLIDES: Nonabrasive, molded nylon

END CAPS: Molded nylon; color will coordinate with frame finish

TABLETS: 1" x 12 gauge steel frame. Three-ply construction with high-pressure laminate top surface. 5/8” thick high-density 
particle board core with moisture-resistant bottom backing and 3/4" bumper T-edge molding. Tablet surface available in 
seven colors with coordinating edge. Standard tablet surface is 13" x 20"; optional oversized and jumbo surfaces 
available.

STACKING

Fixtures Furniture does not recommend stacking.
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Please refer to online price guide for most up-to-date information. 

patience

ARMLESS ARM TABLET

OW 22" (27" w/ arm) (24.5" w/ tablet) OH 33.5" (33.5-40.5" w/ tablet)   OD 27" (27-33.5" w/ tablet) AH 27" SH 18" WT 20 lb (22 lb w/ arm)  
(23 lb w/ tablet) COM 1.1 yd UPHOLSTERED OH +1" SH +1" WT +4 lb 
see page 12 for complete dimensions

EXAMPLE:                                          

patience specification & pricing

R70100 upholstered arm $564
grade 3 Momentum, Solace Pear + $90 
P06 silver frame + $0
T15 falcon seat and back support + $0 
T15 falcon arm insert + $0
T15 falcon glide + $0
  total = $654

 1: SELECT PATIENCE                     

prices shown are list (prices are for fabric 
grade 1 and COM; see “select seat & back 
finish” for additional fabric grades and prices)

thermoplastic patience, select model

R70103 arm $494
R70003 armless $440 
R70446 tablet, flip-up, right $586 
R70546 tablet, flip-up, left $586 
R79103 arm, wall saver $529 
R79003 armless, wall saver $473

upholstered patience, select model 

R70100 arm, wall saver $564 
R70000 armless, wall saver $489 
R70840 tablet, flip-up, right $710 
R70940 tablet, flip-up, left $710

upholstered w/ thermo back patience, select 
model 

R70130 arm $518 
R70030 armless $440 
R70830 tablet, flip-up, right $660 
R70930 tablet, flip-up, left $660 
R79130 arm, wall saver $553 
R79030 armless, wall saver $473

 2: SELECT OPTIONS                        

for all models, select as needed; add all 
option prices to chair model price

AP gang, steel swing arm-to-arm + $54
SP gang, steel swing side-to-side + $54 

for tablet models
PB bookrack  + $114
OS tablet, oversized + $23
JT tablet, jumbo + $56

for upholstered models 
FS fabric shield + $14 
CA CAL 133 fire retardant process + $43

 3: SELECT SHELL COLOR         

for thermoplastic models, select color
T11  swan 
T12  raven
T13  blue heron
T14  jay
T15  falcon
T16  dove
T17 woodpecker red
T18  purple martin   
T19 peacock
T20  macaw blue   
T21  goldfinch 
T22  parakeet
T23 oriole
T24 cardinal
T25 flamingo 
for upholstered models, indicate pattern and 
color (see upholstery cards for specifications); 
add fabric grade price to chair model price  
upholstered seat models  
 COM/fabric grade 1 + $0 
 fabric grade 2 + $45 
 fabric grade 3 + $90 
 fabric grade 4 + $135 
 fabric grade 5 + $180 
upholstered models  
 COM/fabric grade 1 + $0 
 fabric grade 2 + $45 
 fabric grade 3 + $90 
 fabric grade 4 + $135 
 fabric grade 5 + $180

 4: SELECT FRAME FINISH               

for all models, select metal 
P06 silver 
P07 white 
P08 oatmeal 
P09 charcoal 
P10 black 
P54 mirror +$22

 5: SELECT SEAT AND BACK SUPPORT 

for all models, select color

T12  raven
T15  falcon
T16  dove

 6: SELECT ARM INSERT                  

for arm models, select color  
T12  raven 
T15  falcon 
T16  dove

 7: SELECT GLIDES                            

for all models, select color 
T11  swan  
T12  raven 
T13  blue heron 
T14  jay 
T15  falcon 
T16  dove 
T17 woodpecker red 
T18  purple martin    
T19 peacock 
T20  macaw blue    
T21  goldfinch  
T22  parakeet 
T23 oriole 
T24 cardinal 
T25 flamingo

 8: SELECT TABLET FINISH                 

for tablet models, select laminate 

LAS black  
LBT dover white  
LDM pearl  
LB4 folkstone  
LDQ platinum
LCB earth  
LDA citadel   
LCD graphite

 9: SELECT TABLET EDGE 

for tablet models, select vinyl edge  
V37 black 
V35 graphite 
V36 citadel 
V39 earth

 SPECIFICATIONS how to order, see page 164 

OPTIONS for additional information, please refer to page 150 of this book

AP gang; + $54 
 steel swing arm to arm  
 (n/a on tablet models)
SP gang;  + $54
 steel swing side to side  
 (n/a on tablet models)

PB bookrack  + $114                                              
OS tablet, oversized + $23
JT tablet, jumbo + $56

FS fabric shield; + $14 

 stain resistant finish; 
 available on upholstered models
CA CAL 133 fire retardant process;  + $43  

COM does not apply
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patience intensive use

ARMLESS ARM TABLET

OW 22" (27" w/ arm) (24.5" w/ tablet) OH 33.5" (33.5-40.5" w/ tablet)  OD 27" (27-35" w/ tablet) AH 27" SH 18"  

WT 23 lb (25 lb w/ arm) (26 lb w/ tablet) UPHOLSTERED OH +1" SH +1" WT +4 lb   COM 1.1 yd 
see page 12 for complete dimensions

EXAMPLE:                                                      

patience intensive use specification & pricing

R73100 upholstered arm $646
grade 3 Momentum, Solace Lapis + $90 
P09 charcoal frame + $0
T15 falcon seat and back support + $0 
T15 falcon arm insert + $0
T15 falcon glide + $0 
  total = $736

 1: SELECT PATIENCE INTENSIVE USE 

prices shown are list (prices are for fabric 
grade 1 and COM; see “select seat & back 
finish” for additional fabric grades and prices)

thermoplastic patience intensive use,  
select model

R73103 arm $576
R73003 armless $490
R73446 tablet, flip-up, right $666
R73546 tablet, flip-up, left $666

upholstered patience intensive use,  
select model 

R73100 arm, wallsaver $646
R73000 armless, wallsaver $570
R73840 tablet, flip-up, right $916
R73940 tablet, flip-up, left $916

upholstered w/ thermo back patience 
intensive use, select model 

R73130 arm  $623
R73030 armless $557
R73830 tablet, flip-up, right $832
R73930 tablet, flip-up, left $832

 2: SELECT OPTIONS                        

for all models, select as needed; add all 
option prices to chair model price

AP gang, steel swing arm to arm  +$54
SP gang, steel swing side to side +$54

for tablet models, select as needed

OS tablet, oversized +$23 
JT tablet, jumbo +$56

for upholstered models, select as needed

FS fabric shield +$14 
CA CAL 133 fire retardant process +$43 
 

 
 

 3: SELECT SHELL FINISH

for thermoplastic models, select color

T11  swan 
T12  raven
T13  blue heron
T14  jay
T15  falcon
T16  dove
T17 woodpecker red
T18  purple martin   
T19 peacock
T20  macaw blue   
T21  goldfinch 
T22  parakeet
T23 oriole
T24 cardinal
T25 flamingo 
for upholstered models, indicate pattern  
and color (see upholstery cards for 
specifications); add fabric grade price  
to chair model price 

upholstered seat models  
 COM/fabric grade 1 + $0 
 fabric grade 2 + $45 
 fabric grade 3 + $90 
 fabric grade 4 + $135 
 fabric grade 5 + $180

upholstered models  
 COM/fabric grade 1 + $0 
 fabric grade 2 + $45 
 fabric grade 3 + $90 
 fabric grade 4 + $135 
 fabric grade 5 + $180

 4: SELECT FRAME FINISH  

for all models, select metal

P06 silver
P07 white
P08 oatmeal
P09 charcoal 
P10 black 
P54 mirror $22           

 5: SELECT SEAT AND BACK SUPPORT 

for all models, select color

T12  raven
T15  falcon
T16  dove

 6: SELECT ARM INSERT                        

for all models, select color 

T12  raven
T15  falcon
T16  dove

 7: SELECT GLIDES                            

for all models, select color  
T11  swan  
T12  raven 
T13  blue heron 
T14  jay 
T15  falcon 
T16  dove 
T17 woodpecker red 
T18  purple martin    
T19 peacock 
T20  macaw blue    
T21  goldfinch  
T22  parakeet 
T23 oriole 
T24 cardinal 
T25 flamingo

 8: SELECT TABLET FINISH              

for tablet models, select laminate 

LAS black  
LBT dover white  
LDM pearl  
LB4 folkstone  
LDQ platinum
LCB earth  
LDA citadel   
LCD graphite

 9: SELECT TABLET EDGE 

for tablet models, select vinyl edge  
V37 black 
V35 graphite 
V36 citadel 
V39 earth

OPTIONS for additional information, please refer to page 150 of this book

AP gang; + $54
 steel swing arm to arm  
 (n/a on tablet models)
SP gang;  + $54
 steel swing side to side  
 (n/a on tablet models)
 

OS tablet, oversized + $23
JT tablet, jumbo + $56

FS fabric shield; + $14 
 stain resistant finish, 
 available on upholstered models
CA CAL 133 fire retardant process;  + $43 

COM does not apply

 SPECIFICATIONS how to order, see page 164 
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patience stools

ARMLESS      ARM

OW 22” (27” w/ arm) OH 45.5”, 42.5”, 39.5” OD 25” AH 38.5”, 35.5”, 32.5” SH 29.5”, 26.5”, 23.5” WT 27 lb (31 lb w/ arm), 26 lb  
(30 lb w/ arm), 25 lb (29 lb w/ arm) SEAT TO FOOT RUNG 18”   UPHOLSTERED OH +1” SH +1” WT +4 lb   COM 1.1 yd 
see page 13 for complete dimensions

EXAMPLE:                                                       

patience stools specification & pricing

R70730 upholstered 30.5" arm $843
grade 2 Momentum, Bangle Cork + $45 
P06 silver frame + $0
T12 raven seat and back support + $0 
T12 raven arm insert + $0
T12 raven glide + $0
  total = $888

 1: SELECT PATIENCE STOOLS 

prices shown are list (prices are for fabric 
grade 1 and COM; see “select seat & back 
finish” for additional fabric grades and prices)

thermoplastic patience, stools, select model

70733 arm, 29.5" $687
70723 arm, 26.5" $687 
70713 arm, 23.5" $687 
70633 armless, 29.5" $630 
70623 armless, 26.5" $630 
70613 armless, 23.5" $630

upholstered patience, stools, select model 

70730 arm, 30.5" $843
70720 arm, 27.5" $843 
70710 arm, 24.5" $843 
70630 armless, 30.5" $800 
70620 armless, 27.5" $800 
70610 armless, 24.5" $800

upholstered w/ thermo back patience, stools, 
select model 

70430 arm, 30.5" $807
70420 arm, 27.5" $807 
70410 arm, 24.5" $807 
70530 armless, 30.5" $732 
70520 armless, 27.5" $732 
70510 armless, 24.5" $732

 2: SELECT OPTIONS                        

for all models, select as needed; add option 
price to chair model price

FS fabric shield + $14

 3: SELECT SEAT & BACK FINISH 

for thermoplastic models, select color

T11  swan 
T12  raven
T13  blue heron
T14  jay

T15  falcon
T16  dove
T17 woodpecker red
T18  purple martin   
T19 peacock
T20  macaw blue   
T21  goldfinch 
T22  parakeet
T23 oriole
T24 cardinal
T25 flamingo
for upholstered models, indicate pattern  
and color (see upholstery cards for 
specifications); add fabric grade price  
to chair model price 

upholstered seat models 

 COM/fabric grade 1 + $0
 fabric grade 2 + $45 
 fabric grade 3 + $90
 fabric grade 4 + $135 
 fabric grade 5 + $180

upholstered models 

 COM/fabric grade 1 + $0
 fabric grade 2 + $45
 fabric grade 3 + $90
 fabric grade 4 + $135
 fabric grade 5 + $180

 4: SELECT FRAME FINISH               

for all models, select metal

P06 silver
P07 white
P08 oatmeal
P09 charcoal 
P10 black

 5: SELECT SEAT AND BACK SUPPORT 

for all models, select color; (support will coor-

dinate with frame unless specified)

T12  raven
T15  falcon
T16  dove

 6: SELECT ARM INSERT  

for all models, select color; (insert will  

coordinate with frame unless specified)

T12  raven
T15  falcon
T16  dove

 7: SELECT GLIDES  

for all models, select color; (glides will coordi-
nate with frame or match thermoplastic color 
unless specified) 

T11  swan  
T12  raven 
T13  blue heron 
T14  jay 
T15  falcon 
T16  dove 
T17 woodpecker red 
T18  purple martin    
T19 peacock 
T20  macaw blue    
T21  goldfinch  
T22  parakeet 
T23 oriole 
T24 cardinal 
T25 flamingo 

OPTIONS for additional information, please refer to page 150 of this book

FS fabric shield; + $14
 stain resistant finish, 
 available on upholstered models
 

 SPECIFICATIONS how to order, see page 164 
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patience bariatric
arm chair with fixed back and 25" seat width with a capacity of 500 pounds

DESIGN 

by Fixtures Furniture Design Group

STANDARDS

Exceeds ANSI/BIFMA X 5.1- 2002 durability and safety standards to quality for bariatric 500 lbs maximum weight 
capacity.

CONSTRUCTION

UPHOLSTERED SEAT & BACK: Seat 2" polyfoam over 9 ply contoured plywood. Back: 1" polyfoam over 9 ply contoured plywood. 
Outer back: ¼" polyfoam over 9 ply contoured plywood. 

FRAME: 1" x 14 gauge steel tube frame with four 1-½" x ¾" 11 gauge rectangular steel tube seat supports.

BACK POSTS: Two 5/16" x 2-½" formed steel plates.

ARMS: Molded, glass-filled nylon tapered on each end with spring steel tube connector. Arm finish with epoxy to match 
frame. Arm inserts are soft, molded textured plastic. 

GLIDES: Nonabrasive, molded nylon

STACKING

Patience bariatric will not stack.
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patience bariatric

ARM

OW 33.5" OH 33.5" OD 27" AH 27" SH 18.5" WT 46 lb COM 2 yd.        
see page 13 for complete dimensions

EXAMPLE:                                                      
patience bariatric specification & pricing

R75100 upholstered w/ arm $750
grade 2 Momentum, Canter Sand + $60
P06 silver + $0
T15 falcon arm insert + $0
T15 falcon glide + $0
  total = $810

 1: SELECT PATIENCE BARIATRIC     

prices shown are list (prices are for fabric 
grade 1 and COM; see “select seat & back  
finish” for additional fabric grades and prices)

upholstered patience bariatric, select model      
R75100 arm $750 

 2: SELECT OPTIONS                         
for all models, select as needed; add  
option price to chair model price

FS fabric shield  $14

 3: SELECT SEAT & BACK FINISH 

for all models, indicate pattern and color (see 
upholstery cards for specifications); add fabric 
grade price to chair model price

 COM/fabric grade 1 + $0
 fabric grade 2 + $60
 fabric grade 3 + $120
 fabric grade 4 + $180
 fabric grade 5 + $240

   

  4: FRAME AND BACK SUPPORT  

for all models, select metal
P06 silver
P07 white
P08 oatmeal
P09 charcoal
P10 black

 5: SELECT ARM INSERT 

for all models, select color; (insert will 
coordinate with frame unless specified)                                                     
T12  raven 
T15  falcon 
T16  dove                 

 6: SELECT GLIDES

for all models, select color; (glides will 
coordinate with frame unless specified)                                                     
T11  swan  
T12  raven 
T13  blue heron 
T14  jay 
T15  falcon 
T16  dove 
T17 woodpecker red 
T18  purple martin    
T19 peacock 
T20  macaw blue    
T21  goldfinch  
T22  parakeet 
T23 oriole 
T24 cardinal 
T25 flamingo

OPTIONS for additional information, please refer to page 150 of this book

FS fabric shield;  + $14
 stain resistant finish

 SPECIFICATIONS how to order, see page 164 
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patience modular table
corner, intermediate and end tables for integrated groupings

DESIGN 

by Ron Kemnitzer

STANDARDS

Meets or exceeds ANSI/BIFMA x 5.5 durability and safety standards.

CONSTRUCTION

LAMINATE TABLE TOP: 1-1/4" balanced construction of 1/16" laminate. 1-1/8" high-density particle board.   
Backer sheet sealed completely on six sides.

EDGE: 1-1/4" straight T-mold edge.

LEGS: 1" x 14 gauge steel tube.

GLIDES: Molded nylon.

BRACKET: Two-piece, spring-loaded sliding support bracket. All steel construction.

Cannot be used with Patience Bariatric.
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patience modular table

CORNER TABLE W/ LEG:  OW 26"   OD 26" OH 19.5" WT 31 lb   INTERMEDIATE TABLE: OW 24"   OD 20" OH 19.5" WT 21 lb 
END TABLE W/ LEG: OW 24"   OD 20" OH 18" WT 35 lb

EXAMPLE:                                                       

patience modular table specification & pricing

R70994 intermediate table $538
P09 charcoal frame + $0
LDM pearl laminate + $0
V37 black straight T edge + $0
  total = $538

 1: SELECT PATIENCE MODULAR 

prices shown are list

patience modular table, select model

R70993 corner table w/ leg $647
R70994 intermediate table $538
R70995 right end table w/ leg $681
R70996 left end table w/ leg $681 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 2: SELECT FRAME FINISH                    

for all models, select metal; (will match chair 
frame finish unless specified)

P06 silver
P07 white
P08 oatmeal
P09 charcoal
P10 black

 3: SELECT SURFACE FINISH                      

for all models, select color

core solids 
LAS black 
LBT dover white 
LDM pearl 
LB4 folkstone 
LDQ platinum 
LCB earth 
LDA citadel 
LCD graphite

classic woodgrain 
LTS  white nebula 
LSV  grey nebula 
LS2  graphite nebula
LXW  pewter mesh 
LS4  grey mesh
LTW  sheer mesh 
LVK  steel mesh 
LT6  glided mesh

evolving (wodgrain/markerboard)
LCG  millennium oak 
LCC  smoky brown bear 
LCR  oiled walnut
LCT  zebrano 
LCX  chestnut woodline
LCY  dunewood 

 4: SELECT  EDGE COLOR                             

for solid or other laminate table models, 
select vinyl straight-T color

V37 black  
V35 graphite  
V36 citadel  
V39 earth  

 5: SELECT  GLIDES                          

for corner and end table models, select color;         
(glides will coordinate with frame unless 

specified)  
T11  swan  
T12  raven 
T13  blue heron 
T14  jay 
T15  falcon 
T16  dove 
T17 woodpecker red 
T18  purple martin    
T19 peacock 
T20  macaw blue    
T21  goldfinch  
T22  parakeet 
T23 oriole
T24 cardinal 
T25 flamingo  

 SPECIFICATIONS how to order, see page 164 


